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                            Accessories for children – children’s gloves, children’s sunglasses, cycling underwear and a lot more

        
    
            
                            
                    Especially on long tours, accessories can make a huge difference. Children’s gloves for example absorb vibrations and road shocks, thanks to their foam padding. In this way, they prevent stressed or tired wrists. High-quality sunglasses for children are equally important accessories, as their lenses protect from harmful UV rays. Please find these practical products and a lot more here!  

Our range includes a large selection of gloves, sports glasses, cycling undershirts and underpants, scarves, hats and cycling socks for kids. These are available in all standard sizes and colours by popular brands such as ROSE, ALPINA, BUFF, CRAFT, GripGrab, Löffler, Odlo, Roeckl, VAUDE und Co. Browse through our range of children’s accessories! 



Cycling gloves for children

Children’s cycling gloves provide the necessary grip on the handlebar and can significantly increase comfort on longer tours. 

For one thing, there are children’s winter gloves, protecting perfectly from the cold with their thermal materials. An additional, integrated windproof and waterproof membrane keeps off wind and rain from young riders. Perfect for the cold season and for unsettled weather!

In summer, light short finger gloves are the best choice. They offer high breathability and outstanding ventilation, yet they come with slip-resistant material at the palm, which guarantees secure grip on the handlebar. Silicone prints on the palm provide added grip.  

The padding is an important factor when choosing the right children’s cycling gloves. Most gloves for kids come with a light foam padding at the palm. This padding absorbs shocks and vibrations that are caused by uneven roads or trails and are felt through the fork and the bars in the hands and wrists. A light padding reduces shocks and prevents thus tired or stressed wrists.  



Cycling glasses for children

To protect young riders from harmful UV rays, you should invest in good children’s sunglasses. The lenses filter UV rays and ensure thus the necessary protection. What’s more, they allow for a clearer view.

In the ROSE range, you will find children’s sports glasses, which are specially adapted to cycling, as well as lifestyle sunglasses suitable for everyday life and sunglasses sets with matching replacement lenses. 

To get to know which lenses are the right ones, whether self-tinting or tinted, polarizing or contrast-reinforcing, with S0 or S4 protection level …, read our detailed cycling glasses buying guide to learn more about the world of sunglasses. 



Cycling undershirts and underpants for children

High-quality technical underwear for kids is not only important during winter.   Good thermal cycling underwear offers effective protection from the cold in winter and keeps young riders thus pleasantly warm. Light children’s summer cycling underwear makes up a perfect base layer in terms of breathability. Thanks to the technical fibres, excess moisture and heat is wicked off to the next layer quickly. A cotton undershirt on the opposite, would only absorb moisture, feel damp on the skin and – in combination with the wind – would cause the rider to cool out quickly.  That’s why, high-quality children’s underwear is important during summer as well!  



Cycling socks for kids

In addition to cycling shoes, children should also wear cycling socks. Breathable technical socks ensure a perfect climate and regulate the body temperature. In this way, they keep your feet pleasantly dry and cool on hot days. The heat is retained during periods of rest, in order to protect from cooling out.  



Cycling hats and scarves for children

During the cold season, you should make sure that your kids only wear clothing with good insulation qualities. Besides thermal clothing, children’s underhelmet caps and children’s balaclavas can also help achieve this effect. Thanks to their thermal materials, these hats and scarves store the heat and keep thus pleasantly warm. At the same time, breathable technical fibres wick off excess moisture and heat to the outside, where it can evaporate.  In this way, the hats and scarves guarantee dry and warm comfort in low temperatures.



Helmet covers and reflective collars for kids  

Especially in poor visibility conditions it is important that children are seen early enough from other road users. That’s when so-called High Visibility products are the best choice. Thanks to striking neon colours, they increase the kids’ visibility in poor light conditions. Additional large reflective elements light up when hit by headlights. Specially for kids, the ROSE range includes a choice of hi-vis children’s helmet covers and children’s reflective collars, that significantly improve the visibility and safety of young riders in road traffic.  



Our range includes a large selection of gloves, sports glasses, cycling undershirts and underpants, scarves, hats and cycling socks for kids. These are available in all standard sizes and colours by popular brands such as ROSE, ALPINA, BUFF, CRAFT, GripGrab, Löffler, Odlo, Roeckl, VAUDE und Co. Browse through our range of children’s accessories! 
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            Get great offers, news and trends – free of charge in your mailbox. 

Data protection: ROSE Bikes GmbH stores and processes your personal data on the basis of the privacy notice.
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